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Go to strategies for english learners



English language learners interview teachers with decades of experience in teaching we ELLs and use a network of experts and supervisors to find strategies that work. More than 10 percent of students in the United States — more than 4.8 million children — are English language learners
(ELLs), and the number is increasing. While these students do not learn differently than their native-English speaking peers, they have special educational requirements. To learn about these needs — and the best practices for addressing them — I interviewed a range of teachers and
supervisors, including Larry Ferlazzo, a teacher and author of the ESL/ELL Teacher's Survival Guide; a second language (ESL) longtime teacher of English as Emily Francis and Tan Huynh; and journalist Helen Thorpe, who spent a year watching a teacher who works with ELLs. The group
stressed that the strategies listed here, which include both big picture mentality and gritty teaching tactics, can all be included in classes, benefiting both native English speakers and ELLs. No surprises here. A successful classroom, our teachers agreed, is one in which students are known,
appreciated, and comfortably taking emotional and intellectual risks. That requires deliberate planning and constant messaging by the teacher. Emily Francis, an ESL teacher in Concord, North Carolina, is clear that she is the metaphor for her students not to embrace their culture and their
language as the foundation of who they are and to consider their acquisition of a new culture and language, but as the adder. To help support students who can never attend school before or combat migration-based trauma, Francis insists that little things make a big difference. The first
thing I need to think about is how my student is feeling in my class, she says. Can they ask a question in their home language sitting next to a friend? Do they feel comfortable tapping me on the shoulder if they have to go to the bathroom? But creating a supportive environment is also about
cultivating diversity appreciation — it's important that both the curriculum and the classroom reflect environmental respect and students' lives. For example, Francis makes certain that his classroom library is reflective of his students' diverse backgrounds and identities. ESL teacher Katie
Toppel, who teaches near Portland, Oregon, champions the value of home visits to get to know students' families and takes care of incorporating details of students' lives, such as pet names and favorite games, into lessons. Students are most engaged when they feel a lesson or unit, a
connection that is made in part by a teacher's investment in culturally competent relationships. English language learners should not learn the fundamentals of English in isolation; They should be applying their developing language skills to rich academic content in all disciplines. It's
important In mainstream classrooms, teachers understand their role as language teachers, says Valentina Gonzalez, a district leader in Katy, Texas, suggesting that all teachers should be aware of the particular phrase they work within. If we teach mathematics, we teach the language of
mathematics. If we teach science, we teach the language of science. Math teachers should, in other words, take time to teach the unfamiliar vocabulary of mathematics-add, subtract, calculator, solve along with teaching of math skills. The teachers I interviewed agreed that productive
language skills — the master dimension of language flow like hard-to-speak and writing — should be front and center from day one, even if students feel hesitant about them. Beginner ELLs often develop receptive language skills like listening and reading first. Teachers who are unaware of
the typical path to flux can believe that students who can follow oral or written instructions will be able to produce verbal or written language, but that is generally not the case. Reluctant to support speakers, Tan Huynh, a teacher who blogs at Empowering ELLs, suggests using sentence
frames. For example, when a science teacher wants ELLs to produce a hypothesis, they can offer sentences, 'If _____ was added, _____ because ______ .' Huynh says it provides sentence frame clues that empower ELLs to sound and think like scientists. Andrea Honigsfeld, a professor
of education at Molloy College in Rockville, New York, suggests that all lessons touch on every letter of the acronym Vortex, which stands to speak, write, interact, read, listen. The approach deliberately privileges productive language skills from the beginning, she says. Easy to say is hard
to say. Nevertheless, many of the teachers I spoke to said that this simple change is important. You can record, and adjust yourself, while speaking in orbit to measure your cadence. After adding an extra three to five seconds we pose a question provides time for all students to think,
Gonzalez explains. However, for English learners, it also gives time to translate, process their thinking, translate back into English, and develop answers to courage. If we say to students too quickly, many of our students will stop thinking about answers — or trying to respond at all. That
means destroying some of our own habits, according to Larry Ferlazzo, a high school ESL teacher in Sacramento, California. Researchers have found that typically most teachers give one to two seconds between asking a question and expecting a student's response, he says. The same
researchers have shown that if you wait three to five seconds, the quality of the responses is astronomically high. All children learn better when they engage with content in several ways: lessons that include writing, speaking, drawing and listening, for example, give students four
opportunities to deepen their understanding of work. For ELLs, those extra engagements are also a little Providing breathing provided So they can work through the language barrier. Helen Thorpe, a journalist who spent a year watching Eddie Williams' class in Denver in order to write a
book about immigrants called newcomers, marvels at Williams' method of discrimination. Eddie would be propounded very clearly in English several times, he would write it on board, and he would go for the projector to give a view. And, finally, she will be asking children to verbally aspects
of the lesson themselves, she says, exploring Williams' efforts to move her students from receptive to productive language flow. Toppel uses a strategy called QSSSA to scaffold classroom discussions with ELLs. The letters stand up to the question (the teacher poses a question, so enough
takes that time; signals (a designated motion like the thumb, a finger on the nose- something that indicates to students that they are ready to answer); STEM (The teacher provides a sentence starter for the question - for example, what is your favorite place to read a book? stem maybe, my
favorite place to read a book is ______); share; And make an assessment. Bilingualism target is, of course, not substitution. Ferlazzo uses a strategy called Preview, Visual, Review, which leverages a student's native language skills as a foundation for learning new language. He introduces
a topic and encourages students to preview in content in their home language (often using multilingual videos and other online resources); He then teaches the subject in English, and then students have to review the information in their home language. Ferlazzo also encourages teachers to
embrace technologies that students find useful, like Google Translate. He insists that the app can be a useful way for students to translate words quickly — but warned that it can quickly become a dependency if it's used as more than an easy dictionary. Thorpe agrees that translations can
take pressure from teachers, who sometimes find that they simply stand in front of the room and say more and more things. And if the kids didn't know what those words are, they're out of luck. Translation technology means you can call it once (or twice) and let students use technology to
translate important words and phrases. The Go to English Language Learners Strategies project is a result of the excellent professional development NKCS teachers gave and was written by the team of Dr. Linda New Levine, Ms. Laura Lukens, and Dr. Betty Ansin Smallwood. The selected
78 strategies were modeled and discussed with teachers during physician-oriented courses. The go-to strategies were designed to be used as a resource by K-12 English Language Learners with General Education and Content Field Teachers (ELLs) in their classrooms, ELL teachers,
special education teachers, principals and diverse groups of students at other North Kansas City schools Overseeing supervisors and for the professional development of these teachers. Strategies selected The focus of the project is due to their usefulness in helping teachers to input
scaffold content and language to children in the process of learning English as a new language. Strategies also scaffold rigorous instruction for ELLs such as Missouri, and most other states, transitioning to Common Core state standards. The term instructional strategy refers to a
generalized learning or teaching technique that is applied in material areas. Effective teachers have knowledge of a wide range of instructional strategies, and they choose the most effective ones for specific teaching and learning environments. Most strategies are content neutral and can be
used flexibly in a variety of teaching environments. The 78 strategies described have been chosen to reflect five research-based principles of staging instruction for English language learners mentioned below. focus on academic language, literacy and vocabulary; background knowledge
and culture links to learning; Increase comprehensible input and language output; promote classroom interaction; and encourage the use of high-order thinking and learning strategies. These five main principles are essential to academic success for English language learners, representing
both research findings and best practices. Definitions and research grounds for each of the five principles of go-to streams and shelter instruction directed by the Five Principles of Education for English Language Learners. The core of this section is the five charts that list strategies that are
primarily or additionally useful, aligned with the principles. Teachers can easily use these charts to select strategies that will ensure that all five principles are applied in their classes. The Go Strategy Matrix includes a chart listing exemplary strategies for each of the skills of listening,
speaking, reading, and writing at five different language proficiency levels. Strategies identified for a specific proficiency level can be modified by teachers for students at other proficiency levels (either low or high). The chart aims to be a quick reference guide for teachers in planning and
implementing instructional modifications for English language learners in their content classes. Behind the matrix, sample strategies are briefly defined as to how to get instructions for these learners at the level of proficiency in each language domain. The list of GO TO strategies includes a
table of materials listing each strategy according to seven key teaching or learning objectives: Community Building Strategies Interactive Strategies Teaching Strategies Teaching Strategies Reading Strategies Reading Strategies Individual strategies are described in a two column chart
featuring the teacher's actions and the student's actions for each strategy. These help clarify details A reference to strategies. In addition, each strategy is labeled by language proficiency, teaching/learning objectives, and classroom group configuration. Go to Straits lists vocabulary
strategies alphabetically. It describes each strategy, identifies its primary purpose and explains the ways that the strategy can be modified for different groups of students and provide examples in the form of charts and graphs to further clarify strategies. Learn more about Project A Excellent
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